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In the author’s paper [7] there is given a characterization of commutators 
with a right invertible operator D and its powers in Banach spaces, provided 
that dim ker D = 1. The purpose of the present paper is to give a similar 
characterization for commutators with a left invertible operator. We shall see 
that, in general, the left invertibility yields much simpler results than those 
obtained for right invertible operators. The results obtained will be applied to 
study some properties of commutators with finite dimensional perturbations 
of right and left invertible operators, i.e. operators having either finite nullity 
or finite deficiency. 
We recall the main theorem about commutators with right invertible 
operators. Denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators with domains and 
ranges in a linear space X over a field of scalars K Let 
As usual (cf. [5]), let R( X> be th e set of all right invertible operators 
belonging to L(X). For a D E R(X) we denote by S?o the set of all its right 
inverses and by s3-, the set of all initial operators for D, i.e., 
L%‘~ = {R E L,(X) : DR = Z}, 
Fo = {F EL,,(X): F2 = I?, FX= kerD,and3,,,,, FR = 0). 
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Let D E R(X). Let R E9’n be a V&terra operator (i.e., operators 
I - AR are invertible for all A E SF). Let A E F be arbitrarily fixed. Then 
xh E ker(D’ + h”l) if and only if 
where q,, z1 E ker D are arbitrary. Elements ch zo, sA\zl are said to be cosine 
and sine elements, respectively. Elements X~ are said to be trigonomtric 
elements (cf. [5, Section 2.31; also [7]). 
THEOREM [ *] (Cf. [7]). Suppose that X is a Banach space over R, 
D~R(X)iscZosed,dimkerD=l( i.e., ker D = lin(e}, e # O), and there is 
a right inverse R of D quasinilpotent on ker D. Suppose that the set of all 
trigonometric elements 
T(D) = U ker( D” + A’I) 
AER 
is dense in X. Define an involution as f&ws: 
Sx, = x_* ifx* E ker( D2 + A’Z), A # 0, and Se = e, SRe = -Re. 
(1) 
Suppose that the involution S is bounded and A E L,,(X) is bounded. Zf 
n E N, then D’A = AD” on dom D” if and only if 
a,,1 + b,,S + a,R(Z + S) for n = 2m, 
a0 Z f or n = 2m + 1, 
where a,,, b,,, a, E R. 
It should be pointed out that the assumption dim ker D = 1 in 
Theorem [ * ] is essential (cf. Lemma 3 in [7]). 
In the same paper [7], D-R stationary operators (i.e. operators commut- 
ing simultaneously with a right invertible operator and its inverse; cf. Tasche 
[lo]) are considered. 
Denote by h(X) the set of all left invertible operators belonging to L( Xl, 
and by PA the set of all left inverses to a A E h(X) (cf. [5]). Note that 
according to our definition of the set of right inverses, all left invertible 
operators are supposed to be defined on the whole space X. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that A E h(X), A E L,(X), LA = I, and 
ker L = lime,, . . . , e,}, where el, . . . , e, are linearly independent. Zf A E 
L,(X) satisfies AA = A A, then 
(i) AAk=AkAforaZZk~N,=NU{O}; 
(ii) A ker L c ker L if and only if there exist aij E .F (i, j = 1, . . . , n) 
such that 
Aej = 2 aijei (j = l,...,n); 
i=l 
(iii) if A ker L c ker L, then there are aij E F(i, j = 1,. . . , n> such that 
AAkej = 5 aijAkei (j = 1,. . . , n) for kENO. 
i=l 
Proof. Point (i> is proved by an easy induction. (ii) follows immediately 
from the fact that ker L is n-dimensional and ker L = lin(e,, . . . , e,}. Points 
(i> and (ii) together imply (iii). n 
Observe that in Proposition 1 AX @ ker L = X, i.e. ker L = X 8 AX, 
where by X 8 A X is denoted the n-dimensional direct complement of AX. 
Hence codim AX = n. 
Here and in the sequel we shall write a = (ajj>,, j = 1,, , n for n X n scalar 
matrices. Clearly, on the set lin{e,, . . . , e,) we have 
n 
aej = C aijei (j = l,...,n). 
i=O 
Denote by P(A) the set of all D-polynomiaZs, i.e. 
P(A) = lin{Akz : z E ker L, k E N,). 
It is easy to verify that 
P(A) = U kerL” 
IIEN 
and that this set is independent of the choice of A. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that all assumptions of Proposition 1 are 
satisfied, A E L,(X), and A ker L C ker L. Then 
AAkz = aAks for 2 E ker D, k E NO, where a = (ai])i,~j=l,._., n’ 
(Cf. point (ii> of Proposition 1.) 
Proof. By our assumption, z E ker L if and only if 
z= kbjej for b ,,..., b,,EK 
j=l 
Hence for all k E N,, we have 
AAkz = AAk i bjej = k biAkAej 
,j= I j=1 
= 2 bj k aijAkej = 2 Ak 
j=l i=l i=l 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that X is a Banach space (over R or C), A E 
R(X) is bounded, codim AX = n, there is a left inverse L of A such that 
ker L = X 8 AX = lin{e,, . . ., e,,}, 
A E L,(X) is bounded, A ker L C ker L, and P(A) = X. Then, AA = A A if 
and only if A = a I, where a is an n x n scalar matrix. 
The proof follows immediately from our assumptions and Proposition 2. 
Let A E A(X). Define on the set P(A) of A-polynomials a linear 
operator as follows: 
i 
0 if x=0, 
cx= x if x = A”“z, (2) 
-x if x = A2rn+l-_ 
for z E ker L, where L ~9~. 
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Clearly, (+ is an involution and X = Y+ @ Y-, where Y ’ = $( I f (T )X. 
By an easy induction we prove that 
aAm = (-I)-“A% (m E N). (3) 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space (over R or C>. Suppose 
that A E h(X) is quasinilpotent, L ETA, X = AX @ ker L, and dim ker L 
= 1. If P(A)=X, T(L)=X, and the involutions S and a defined by 
Equations (1) and (21, respectively, are bounded, then u = S. 
Proof. By our assumption, dim ker L = 1; hence ker L = lime}. Since A 
is quasinilpotent, the operators (I + h”A2)-1 
h and 
are well defined for every scalar 
(I + h2A2)-’ = c ( -l)nh2nA2n. 
n=O 
Since elements of kel(D2 + h2Z) are linear combinations of the sine and 
cosine elements, 
s,e = XA( Z + h”A’)-‘e, the = (I + h”A’)-re, 
we find 
ushe = u[ hA( I + h”~~))r] 
= haA 2 ( _l)nA2,1A2ne = f ( _9”~2~+~uA~~~+1e 
n = 0 II = 0 
= - .,co ( - l)nA2ni-1e = -s,e = Ss,e. 
Similarly, we prove that uche = c*e = Sc,e. Since T(L) = X, we conclude 
that u = S. n 
A connection between Theorem [ *] and Theorem 1 is shown by the 
following 
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EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that D E R(X), dim ker D = 1, and R E ~2’~. Let 
n E N, A = R”, L = D”. Then A E R(X), L EP*, and 
ker L = lin{e, Re,. . . , R”-le}, where ker D = lin{ e) , 
i.e., ek - Rk-‘e (k = 1, . . . . n). 
NOTE. Observe that both theorems, [*I and 1, fail to work in the case 
of invertible operators. Indeed, let D E R(X) n A(X). Then ker D = ker 
D-l = {O}, which implies T(D) = P(D-I> = {O). 
Consider now perturbed operators. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that D E R(X) and F is an initial operator for 
D corresponding to an R E gD, i.e. FR = 0. Let T E L(X) and dom T 
1 ker D. Let D, = D + TF. Since FR = 0, we get D,R = (D + TF)R = 
DR + TFR = I. Hence D, E R(X) and R ~9~. Suppose that dim ker D = 1 
Then ker D = lin(e} and Fx = qo(x)e for all x E X, where cp is a linear 
functional defined on X such that p(e) = 1. Suppose that e E ker T. 
Then ker D, = ker D. Indeed, D,x = Llx + TFx = L?x + cp(x)Te = Llx. 
Thus D,x = 0 if and only if Dx = 0. We therefore can apply Theorem [ *] to 
the operator D,. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose that A E R(X) and L ~2~. Let G be a coinitial 
operator for A corresponding to L, i.e., 
G=Z-AL on dom L 
(cf. [5, Section 2.51). Then we have 
LG = 0, ker G = AX, kerL={xEdomL:Gx=x}. 
Let T E L,(X), TX c dom L. The operator A1 = A + GT is again left 
invertible. Indeed, since LG = 0, we have LA, = LA + LGT = I. More- 
over, L ~2~~. We therefore can apply Theorem 1 to the operator Al. 
Denote by B X) the ideal of all finite dimensional operators belonging to 
L,(X). It is well known (see, for instance, [9]) that an operator A E L(X) 
has a finite nullity [respectively, de$ciency ] if and only if there is a K E a X > 
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such that 
A=A+K, where A E A(X) 
[A=D+K, where DER(X)]. 
For a given A E L,(X) we denote by E’(A) the set of all operators 
commuting with A, i.e. the set 
‘2?(A) = {B E L(X): AR = BAondom B}. (4) 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem [ *] are satis- 
fied and K E%X). Let T = D” + K (n E N), and kt A E g’(K) be 
bounded. Then TA = AT if and only if 
al when n = 2m + 1, 
a,Z+b,S+a,R(Z+S) when n = 2m, (5) 
where a, a,,, b,, a, E R. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Necessity: Let TA = AT. Since by our 
assumption AK = KA, we find 
O=TA-AT=(D”+K)A-A(D”+K) 
= D”A - AD” + KA - AK = DA - AD. 
This and Theorem [ * ] together imply (5). W 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem [ * ] are satis- 
fied, K E~X), T = D” + K (n E N), and A = aZ + K,, where K, E 
K(X) n ‘Z( K > is bounded, and a E R. Suppose that dim X = + 00. Then 
TA = AT if and only if K, = 0, i.e. A = al. 
Proof. For n = 2m + 1 the conclusion is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 3. Suppose then that n = 2m. Again by Proposition 3, we get 
al + K, = A = a,Z + b,S + a,R( Z + S). 
Hence a, = a. Since K, is a finite dimensional operator, we have b, = 0 and 
K, = a,R(Z + S) E~X). Suppose that a, # 0. Then R E%X), i.e. 
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Rx = i q+(r)x, for all s E x, 
i=l 
where x, E dom D, ‘pi are linear function& defined on X. Hence 
x = DRX = ; cp,( x) Dxi for every x E x, 
i=l 
which implies dim X = k. This contradicts our assumption. Hence n, = 0. n 
PROFOSITION 5. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, 
K E~$X), T = a + K, and A E g(K) is bounded. Then TA = AT if and 
only if A = a I, where a is an n x n scalar matrix. 
The proof is on similar lines to that of Proposition 3, if we apply 
Theorem 1. 
Some examples of operators commuting with integration (which is a left 
invertible operation) in spaces of analytic and entire functions can be found, 
for instance, in papers of Kiryutenko [3] and Nastariev [4]. Some properties 
of commutators of finite dimensional perturbations of invertible, left and 
right invertible operators were studied by Boulmaarouf [I]. Theorem [* 1 
generalizes a theorem of C. Kahane [2]. 
It should be mentioned that Theorems [ *], 1, and 2 can be generalized. 
Namely, instead of Banach spaces and quasinilpotent operators, we can take 
complete linear metric spaces and operators which are almost quasinilpotent 
on kernels of operators under consideration. A continuous operator A E L( X) 
in a complete linear metric space X is said to be almost quasinilpotent on a 
set E c dom A c X if lim.,, A*A”* = 0 for every x E E and A # 0 such 
that l/h is a regular value of A. Such operators have all required properties 
(cf. [S, Theorem 1.11). 
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